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What is nightcore and daycore

Hello, hello, Nightcore Fandom! Cookie here with new blog especially for you ~! After the success of Nightcore, new types of this kind of music are starting to emerge, like Nightstep, Anti-Nightcore, Negative Nightcore, Daycore, Daystep, etc. Today I'm going to explain to you all about one of my favorite
type - Daycore! In this blog I will write what is Daycore, what is the difference between Nightcore and Daycore, my opinion about it and of course some examples. So let's start! The meaning of Daycore▲▷▼◁▲▷▼◁▲▷▼◁▲◁▲Daycore is the opposite of Nightcore. That's why when we break up the
word, instead of night is day. Daycore has slowed the sound as if being sung by male vocalists. Usually consists of fixed house or hardcore songs, but now, as for Nightcore, you can make some kind of music for Daycore.Of course, Daycore like Nightcore has its own type for Dubstep songs, and this is
called Daystep. Daystep it's just a mix of Daycore and dubstep (like Nightstep, it's a mix of Nightcore and Dubstep). If you want to get acquainted with how to make Daycore, write me in comments and I will try to do soon simple tutorial for it. Why do I like Daycore?▲▷▼◁▲▷▼◁▲▷▼◁◁00000
◁0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 It provides a new level of what Nightcore can do and how interesting and differential can be. Let me know what you think of Daycore in
comments! I'm very curious! Examples of Daycore▲▷▼◁▲▷▼◁▲↑▼◁▷▲▼◁-Heathens - Twenty One Pilots (Daycore)•Title: Heathens•Daycore Artist: Ms.Daycore•Original Artist: Twenty One Pilots•Views: 17,024+Daycore ☻ Dollhouse (Request)•Title: Dollhouse•Daycore Artist: Day Core•Original
Artist: Melanie Martinez•Views: 6 437+•Title: Faded•Daycore Artist: JK Nightcore•Original Artist: Alan Walker &amp; Iselin Solheim•Views: 1 090+━━━━━━━━━━ Thank you for reading! For next time, sweets! (*ฅ� ̆ ฅ�*)#CookieBlogs Music genre This article's tone or style may not reflect the encyclopedic
tone used on Wikipedia. For other uses, see Wikipedia's guide to writing better articles. In 2020 he was booked at 1000 meters. (Learn how and when to remove this template message) NightcoreCultural origins2001, NorwayTypical instrumentsAudio editing software A nightcore edit is a cover track that
increases the pitch and time of the source material by 10-30%. The name is taken from Nightcore, a Norwegian duo who released pitch-shifted versions of trance and eurodance songs, but now more broadly refers to some sped-up cover. Nightcore is also often associated with anime, with many YouTube
thumbnails of nightcore remixes containing anime characters and art. Some may also come with an audiovisualiser. [1] 2000: Origins Night Was first used in 2001 as the name of a school project Dj duo Thomas S. Nilsen Fiction and Steffen Ojala Søderholm, known by the artist names DJ TNT and DJ
SOS. The name Nightcore means we are the core of the night, so you will dance all night, stated on their website called Nightcore is Hardcore. [2] The two were influenced by pitch-shifted vocals in the German group Scooters hardcore songs Nessaja and Ramp! (The Logical Song), says in an interview
that there were so few of these types of artists, we thought that mixing music in our style would be a pleasure for us to listen to and Nightcore has become a musical style, a way to make the music happier - happy hardcore as they say. [3] The duo set a template for a track in style: a 25-30% sped-up
(usually to around 160 to 180 beats per minute) of a trance or eurodance song. [4] Nightcore music has been compared to happy hardcore and bubblegum bass due to its fast tempos, energetic feel and high-frequency vocals. [4] [5] [6] Nightcore made five albums with sped-up versions of trance
recordings, including their 2002 thirteen-track debut album Energized and their later albums Summer Edition 2002, L'hiver, Sensación and Caliente. [7] Their first album was made with eJay, while all their later work was done with what they described as top secret programs. [9] All their records were sold
to their friends and DJs around their area. [4] Nightcore's work began appearing on services such as LimeWire in mid-2003, and YouTube in 2006. The first nightcore track to appear on the latter page was Dam Dadi Doo of the duo. Only two of the project's albums have appeared on the Internet. [4] One
of the first to distribute nightcore music on YouTube was a user who went by the name Maikel631, from 2008. He first uploaded around 30 original tracks of Nightcore to the website. In 2009, he found a new nightcore track, as well as the technique of creating material in the style: I came to the realization
that Nightcore songs could be made by everyone, using reasonably simple audio software. I was at least one of the first to really use that knowledge to make Nightcore edits. oShyGuyzo did this before me with Nightcore II. Another channel that I followed and started exploring the fan team Nightcore
around the same time was Nasinocinesino. [4] 2010: Popularity The first nightcore edit of a non-dance track was Evanescence, and uploaded to YouTube in 2011. [quote needed] From there, the music rose in popularity with more people using the nightcore treatment of several non-dance genres such as
pop music and hip-hop. Many of the pioneer uploaders of nightcore including Maikel631 have called these non-dance edits fake. [4] The Nightcore scene then crossed over to SoundCloud with the help of the artist lilangelboi, who had released around ten to fifteen edits on the service before being signed
to Manicure Records. The head of Manicure, Tom Ghibli Mike, recalled, I just became completely obsessed with it. I set up the one he did, Light, we had him up here for DJ some parties, and then he moved here. That's exactly how nightcore became a thing for us. [4] The label's #MANICURED playlist
consisted of nightcore renderings of K-pop and electrohouse tracks, some of which also included production techniques outside of pitch-shifting and speeding up source material, Such as Mile High by Chipped Nails and Ponibbi and Fave Hours by F I J I.[4] In the mid-2010s, the nightcore scene had
attracted attention from musicians such as Djemba Djemba, Maxo and Harrison, Nina Las Vegas, Ryan Hemsworth, Lido, Moistbreezy and PC Music founders Danny L Harle and A. G. Cook. [4] Harle and Cook have claimed that nightcore are influences in interviews,[4] the former said in an interview,
From the second I first heard it, it has been so intensely emotional for me to listen to. I don't feel like there's an interaction from another human being to me, it's just MP3 sound that makes me feel emotional in my head. With that, it's just a representation of increased feelings for me. A THUMP writer
described it as the groundwork for some of the most innovative club music today and wrote that it also led to a series of terrible internet memes: Through the late 2010s, it became the subject of a series of terrible memes, and even an entry on KnowYourMeme.com, where a surprisingly comprehensive
story about music sits next to stories of felling and the infamous airhorn test. Like the iconic, often sampled sound, nightcore's inevitable appeal lies in loud, brash, low-brow fun, a heart-pounding blunderbus of gooey, candy-coated sounds. It's an object that's indebted to an earlier, less formalized
internet, one where file sharing and forum culture reigned supreme, and how many aspiring producers first experienced the thrill of connecting to a larger online community. [9] Dance Music Northwest described nightcore as too catchy, too danceable, and too much fun not to welcome into dance music.
[5] David Turner of MTV described a nightcore remix of 7 Years by Lukas Graham as just the normal f***ing song and plagiarism. [11] See also Chopped and screwed Sound time stretching and pitch scaling References ^ Summers, Joan. What the hell is Nightcore, the manic music genre that somehow
keeps my freak-outs at bay?. Jezebel. In 2020, The American Viders People's Vig became known that It was a great story to bring about a new biography. Archived from the original on 2007-09-02. In 2016, The American People (10) was one of the largest in 2016. ^ «NIGHTCORE INTERVIEW | SUPER!
In 1999 it was 10 SUPERSUPER! Magazine. Archived from the original on 28 February 2010. In 2016, The American Certainty (10) was one of the largest in 2016. ^ a b c d e f h i j Fan Fiction (August 7, 2015). Nest HQ's Guide to Nightcore Archived 2016-09-18 on Wayback Machine. Nest HQ. Owsla.
Retrieved 18 March 2010. ^ a b Harshman, Heath (July 25, 2015). Why We Welcome Nightcore As The Next Breakout Genre Archived 2016-09-19 on Wayback Machine. Dance music northwest. Retrieved September 18, 2016. ^ Mija brings FK a genre tour to Hangaren this week. Miami New Times.
2016-12-06. Archived from the original on 26 February 2016. In 2016, 100,000 people were visited. ^ Thomas's jæmmesia (in Norwegian). Archived from the original on 22 February 2010. In 2016, The American Certainty (10) was one of the largest in 2016. ^ :!: Nightcore is Hardcore :!: news. Archived
from the original on 14 February 2010. In 2016, The American Certain (10) was one of the largest in 2016. ^ a b c Arcand, Rob (August 15, 2016). How Nightcore Became Your Favorite Producer's Favorite Genre Archived 2016-09-21 on Wayback Machine. Dunk. View media. Retrieved September 18,
2016. ^ Graham (June 1, 2015). In 1999 it became known that Danny L Harle is one of the best in 2018. Pigeons and planes. Retrieved September 18, 2016. ^ The Tour, David (May 27, 2016). In 1999, a separate edm-10-000 was published in 1990. Archived from the original on 15 February 2010.
Retrieved September 14, 2018. External links Nightcore's original website on Wayback Machine (filed 24 December 2013) Retrieved from PC Music? Night? Day? It can be a little confusing. Luckily rising DJ in the scene Surati breaks it down for us, while debuting an exclusive mix for Notion. In a world of
inequality, disadvantaged politicians and overly serious artists, Surati brings something else in advance. Surati became a fan of PC Music when the record label and collective began to explode back in 2015, trying out the DJ, specializing in 'Nightcore', a super-speed, high-frequency genre of dance music,
associated with internet kids and more recently, PC Music. Her music ranges from popular (and deliberately not so popular) list songs, as well as a mix of rap, techno, house, trance as well as music from her Iranian background thrown in for good measure. The result is an adrenaline-fuelled attack on the
senses that are often divisive. The resulting sound is incredibly hard to forget when the sugary, fast-paced beats have got under your skin, leaving the listener confused or wanting more. After catching the eye of pc music audiences as well as other producers in the music industry, we spoke to Brighton-
born Surati about nightcore as a movement, her varied influences and why having your own identity is so important in the climate that we are today. Will Larkin: Hello! I've always wondered, how did you land on Surati as your name? Surati: Hello! So the Nightcore community on SoundCloud can be
identified by its shiny rendered album art and lots of pink. Artist names fit it too - a funny or sweet nod to internet culture. I wanted to use a Persian name, but have it fit it too; for a while, I liked the name 'Shirin' which means 'sweet' but struck down on the color pink. As a friend of yours, I am aware that
you have been interested in many different creative fields. What made you want to pursue dj? Q: I think it's an extension of who I am, aka the annoying person hogging aux cable on fasteners. I've always been musical, but never knew what I wanted to make, because I was in too much stuff at once and
didn't know which direction to go in. So at first I saw dj as a way to compose; take this part here, take it at the end of it ... As soon as I bought my first controller I was obsessed and tried to make transitions that no one else had and it could not be copied and it helped hone my mixing style very quickly.
When I work on a set none of my influences need to fight each other, I can throw everything in at once. So it's pretty disastrous and one of the only things I feel an instinct for - I just couldn't help but pursue it really. WL: Nightcore is a very niche genre, how would you describe it to someone who doesn't
know about it? S: I would probably say that it is the opposite of vaporwave and that you have to google Where is Ü Now Nightcore right now. In short, just speed up songs to the Nightcore Industry Standard™ at 160BPM and see if they sound good. It originated on YouTube and then reappeared on
SoundCloud a few years back which is where I befriended the community after emerging tracks I had heard on pc music show or on Simon Whybray's Radio Jack show. It confuses a lot of people, not only because it will ruin daycore versions of songs for you forever, but because you come across a lot of
anime. But it's worth it. WL: You were always a fan of PC Music and you've gone from it to being friends with some of their record label buddies. How does it feel? S: Yes! It feels a bit bizarre - there's a lot to do with the DJ. I didn't have much confidence to talk to the artists I loved before, the number of
times I left the nights thinking 'Why didn't I even say hello?' was frankly embarrassing. But when I started playing shows, I got brand mates to come up and compliment my sets, and it just went from there. The weirdest was A.G. Cook introducing herself while playing 'Barbie Girl' nightcored. PC Music's
influence is broad, and there are so many communities that exist or have grown because of it - especially the Nightcore community that I love (Hey, NXC Island). And that's the best feeling, to be friends with people whose work I respect so much. WL: When it comes to music, who inspires you and
interests you? A: I am influenced by all the pop music I was not exposed to as a child, combined with the Persian pop that I was. It has a completely different structure to Western music - it is more classical in structure and goes in exciting directions, with wildly different instrumentation than We're used to
it. When it comes to inspiration, I look to PC Music, especially now that it branches. Something that I've had on repeat in the past is Easyfun's Easymix; it is perfect. But in a broader sense bands like Yumi Zouma, Kero Kero Bonito and Kings of Convenience are my favorite artists to dip into quietly; they
make me want to pick up a guitar and start writing again more than ever. WL: As a woman of Iranian descent, how important do you think it is to be noticed and represented in a fairly male-dominated field? S: Representation is incredibly important, especially on line-ups. When I started, I felt that I could
not escape the slither of further judgment; being underestimated and then pitted against other women just to get the same opportunities as men. It can make you hyper-conscious, and it definitely made me want to hide my otherness. I was also nervous about turning that part of my culture into a novelty as
Nightcore is novelty enough as it is! I wouldn't risk confusing people with yet another genre thrown in, especially one I'd never heard played out before. But that's the thing, if something is meaningful to you and you don't see it anywhere, then go and put it out there yourself. That's why representation is
crucial - if you don't have someone to identify with, the feeling of having to prove yourself so easily can lead to minimizing things that make you different and exciting. So yes, I'm going to night-decoration Persian classics from now on! WL: Want to work on more material this year? S: Sure! I got a couple
of mixes in the pipeline. I was lucky enough to record some harmonies for a track on Yumi Zouma's upcoming album, so I'm eager to hear how it has turned out - and have been invited to collaborate with artists such as Morgan Hislop, Crapface, Mitomoro and Umru. I'm so excited about the prospect of
writing and recording vocals with such different artists and just seeing what happens ... can not wait! Wait!
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